
 

 



 

 

ABSTRACT 

Utiarahman, Basri. 321 412 139. Code Mixing on Students’ Academic Presentation. English 

Education Study Program, Faculty of Letters and Culture, State University of Gorontalo. 

It is Supervised by Dr.H. Suleman Bouti S.Pd.,M.Hum and Fahria Malabar S.Pd.,M.A  

 

This research aims to find out two sectors; the first is the application of Muysken theory 

about three types of code mixing which is divided into Insertion, Alternation, and Congruent 

Lexicalization.  The second is the reason why students’ used code mixing on presentation.The 

data of this research are  taken from students’ academic presentation from 28 September to 11 

October 2015 and all the data are transcribed into corpuses. Moreover, qualitative method 

applied for this research. The techniques of collecting the data are observation and interview. 

Additionally, the technique of analyzing the data; the first is the data have been prepared and 

organized to be analyzed. This involves transcript of the video recording, and the interview. The 

second, the researcher classified and categorize by using table. The third, analyzed the interview 

transcription in this case the researcher analyzed the reason why students’ use code mixing. The 

forth step of analyzing the data. The researcher uses three theories. The first is use the theory 

from Adolphs, and Hoey, for categorize the data by use “Corpus”.  The second theory from 

Muysken, that explain and analyze the data. Moreover, this research use theory from Bhatia and 

Ritchies to support the theory form Muysken when make a classification. The last step of 

analyzing the data the researcher used the theory form Hoffman and another theory from Kim to 

support the theory from Hoffman when analyzed the reason why students’ use code mixing.  

Hence, the result of this research has found from thirty students of English Educational Study 

Program academic year 2013/2014. It is found there are 19 corpuses that divided into two types 

of code mixing. There are seventeen corpus classified as insertion type, two corpus classified as 

alternation type. Moreover in this research the writer did not found congruent lexicalization type 

because there is no data that can be classified as congruent lexicalization type. It is also found 

seven reasons why students’ use code mixing on presentation, there are; clarifying something/ 

emphasized, lack of vocabulary, lack of practice, do not know the expression, habitual, occurs 

directly, and the last is nervous. Furthermore, the writer expects this research can be a reference 

for the next researcher. 
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